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Abstract This paper proposes a dynamic test case generation approach for
Object-Oriented Programming classes, using evolutionary search to find test cases
that would satisfy a branch coverage criteria. Grammatical Evolution (GE) is used
to search for a solution in accordance to user-specified grammar, thus making the
algorithm more flexible than the traditional genetic programming. Rather than
generating test cases directly, source code for an Intermediate Test Script (ITS) is
generated from the grammar. It is then evaluated and translated into source code
by ITS interpreter. Such a provision makes it easy to produce test cases that have
object and literal reference, whereby improve the performance of GE. We’ve
tested the proposed method with several java classes from open source projects
and yielded high code coverage results.
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1 Introduction
Test case generation is inherently a vital part of software testing. Because testing
all possible test data is infeasible, test case generation therefore uses different
criteria to select and generate only a subset of test data that guarantees a high
quality of the test set. These criteria are called code coverage.
Previous works in test case generation can be classified into two groups,
namely, static and dynamic approaches. The static test case generation relies on
static analysis of the program source code. They usually apply the same concept as
procedural test case generation by using symbolic execution and constrained
solving. On the other hand, the dynamic approach models the test case generation
as a search problem to find an optimal solution, which gives the highest code
coverage. This approach executes the test object iteratively by tuning the test case
until a satisfied result is reached. Various optimization techniques are used in
dynamic test case generation including Genetic Algorithm [1–3], Simulated
Annealing [2, 3], Memetic Algorithm [2, 3] and Strongly-Typed Genetic
Programming [4, 5].
This paper proposes a dynamic approach test case generation for an object using
GE to find test cases that would satisfy branch coverage criteria. Each test case is
translated into Intermediate Test Script (ITS) format based on user-specified
grammar. The idea is to find an executable program or program fragment that will
yield a good fitness value for the given objective function.

2 Test Case Generation Framework
The Test Case Generation Framework consists of 4 modules: Code Instrumentation, Grammar Generator, Search, and Evaluation Module. Referring to Fig. 1,
Java source code is instrumented by Code Instrumentation module. This process
will insert certain code to the original source code which will be used for
collecting branch coverage information during the evaluation of each test case.
The instrumented source code is then compiled into a Java class file by java
compiler. This compiled Java class will later be fed as an input to the Evaluation
Module. The Grammar Generator Module, as stated by its name, will automatically generate grammar for test cases. At this step, users can review the generated
grammar and modify it according to their specific grammar. The Search Module
then derives these test cases through the defined grammar based on genetic
algorithm. This process transforms the test cases into ITS which later are evaluated
by the Evaluation Module.
The Evaluation Module processes the compiled Java class, together with
Intermediate Test Script using its interpreter, to produce branch coverage information. The resulting branch coverage information is then fed back to the Search
Module for selecting the best test case in each generation.
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3 Code Instrumentation
Code Instrumentation is the process of inserting certain code to the original source
code, wherever there’s a condition check and method declaration. The objective of
code insertion is to let the newly inserted code collect information on path and
coverage each time they are executed. Apart from collecting the mentioned
information, they are also used for calculating branch distance. Branch distance
information is used to evaluate how much each branch is closed to being taken. We
used Java Parser for parsing and inserting new code to the original java source
code automatically.
In a situation that two test cases have the same degree of coverage, branch
distance is used to determine which one is a better and suitable for potential
test case. The value of branch distance represents how much a branch is close
to being taken. In this paper, branch distance is calculated, using the formula
shown in Table 1. The lower branch distance means the branch is closer to be
covered.
From Table 1, dist(x) is the branch distance of condition x and k is the smallest
possible value of the branch distance (we used 0.0001 in this paper). The branch
distance in the above table is then normalized by the following equation
distðAÞnormalize ¼ 1  ð1 þ 0:1Þ0distðAÞ :

ð1Þ
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Table 1 Branch distance calculation
Operation

Branch distance

dist(A == B)
Dist(A! = B)
Dist(A [= B)
Dist(A [ B)
Dist(A \= B)
Dist(A \ B)
Dist(A and B)
Dist(A or B)

Abs(A - B)
k
B-A
B-A?k
A-B
A-B?k
Max[dist(A), dist(B)]
min[dist(A), dist(B)]

4 Intermediate Test Script and Grammar
In this proposed method, each test case is represented in ITS Format. Grammar for
the ITS of a class under test is automatically generated from the source code by the
Grammar Generator.
The proposed framework generates test cases in Intermediate Test Script (ITS)
format instead of a java source code. In ITS, each parameter of the method call can
be referred to the previous created object or literal value. The advantage of using
the same parameter helps improve the search process. Moreover, ITS also reduces
the time for compiling the source code, since it can be run directly by ITS
interpreter.
Grammar of ITS for the class under test is generated from a java source code.
Tester can modified the grammar by inserting some heuristics, which can help
reduce the search space, making it easier for the Search Module to discover the
optimum solution. Using grammar to represent test cases have an advantage in
flexibility since various types of parameter such as array, string and object
reference can be created by grammar. In this paper, we used grammar in BackusNaur Form (BNF) as an input of GE.

5 Search and Evaluation
Grammatical Evolution performs the process of searching for a test case that has
the best code coverage for the class under test. In this paper, we used GEVA [6]
for our experiment.
Traditionally, Genetic Algorithm (GA) is used to find the optimal solutions to a
search problem. Genetic algorithm is classified as global search heuristics. Genetic
Programming (GP) is for finding computer programs that satisfy user-defined
criteria. Grammatical Evolution (GE) [7, 8], on the other hand, is an evolutionary
computation technique that can be considered as a grammar-based GP. A program
is represented by an ordered-list of integer. GE uses genotype-phenotype mapping
process to map an ordered-list of integer to a computer program. With the help of
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Table 2 Experimenta result (GE)
Class name
Total
Achievable
branches
branches

Branch coverage
(mean)

Branch coverage
(%)

Stack
StringTokenizer
Vector
LinkedList
BinTree
BinomialHeap
BrentSolver
SecantSolver
Complex

10.00
39.00
123.00
122.00
37.00
74.67
28.00
18.86
51.80

100
97.50
96.09
93.84
100.00
85.82
96.55
99.26
95.92

10
40
128
130
37
87
29
19
54

10
39
123
122
37
77
28
19
52

grammar, GE also provides a very flexible way to control an algorithm. The user
can define a grammar that biases to produce very specific form of program, or can
incorporate domain knowledge of the problem into the underlying grammar.
GE, GA, and GP use crossover and mutation operations to modify each individual and reproduce new populations. In this paper, a standard single point
crossover; and nodal mutation [9] is used since it gives the best result among the
three in our experiment. Fitness function will be calculated based on coverage
information collected during the execution of each test case in the population. The
following equation is used in the calculation:
fitnessðtÞ ¼ ðb  covÞ þ 1  ð1:1Þ0bd

ð2Þ

where b is the total number of branches, cov is the total branch coverage of test
case t, and bd is the total branch distance.

6 Experimental Results
We used selected java class for our experiment including J2SDK version 1.4.2_12,
Java Path Finder [10] version 1.3r1258 and Apache Commons Math version 1.1.
The experimental results are shown in Table 2 which compares the proposed
algorithm with Acuri [3] and Wappler [5] in Tables 3 and 4 respectively. In the
proposed algorithm, GE is executed for 200 generations with the number of
population equals to 50. The probability of crossover and mutation of GE is
configured to 0.9 and 0.1, respectively. Average performance execution of the
algorithm is based on 50 runs. Branch Coverage also includes the number of
method calls and try/catch statements. The branch coverage percentage is the ratio
of mean branch coverage over total branch. The total branches were not stated in
Acuri [3], while the achievable branches and branch coverage were not stated in
Wappler [5].
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Table 3 Experimenta result (Acuri’s memetic method [3])
Class name
Total
Achievable
Branch coverage
branches
branches
(mean)

Branch coverage
(%)

Stack
StringTokenizer
Vector
LinkedList
BinTree
BinomialHeap
BrentSolver
SecantSolver
Complex

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

10
–
100
84
37
79
–
–
–

10.00
–
100.00
84.00
37.00
77.66
–
–
–

Table 4 Experimenta result (Wappler’s EvoUnit [5])
Class name
Total
Achievable
Branch coverage
branches
branches
(mean)

Branch coverage
(%)

Stack
StringTokenizer
Vector
LinkedList
BinTree
BinomialHeap
BrentSolver
SecantSolver
Complex

100
93.70
–
98.30
–
–
96.30
100.00
90.20

8
29
–
68
–
–
27
17
51

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The result shows that our algorithm is capable of generating almost all types of
test cases by virtue of grammar which was evident by the high coverage outcome.

7 Conclusion
We propose a grammar-based test case generation for a class in Object-Oriented
by using Grammatical Evolution and Intermediate Test Script. This method also
supports various features of Object-Oriented Programming through the grammar.
The results confirm that the proposed method can generate high coverage test
cases. Moreover, being grammar-based, this technique has great flexibility and
advantages in that it is possible to incorporate heuristics and characteristic of the
class under test into the grammar to reduce the search space of the problem.
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